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Deposit Taken!! 

Modena Towers - Sophisticated apartment living in Baulkham

Hills

A lifestyle destination and gateway to the Hills region, the Modena towers make a striking

impression in this iconic location in Baulkham Hills. 

This impressive apartment complex offers a new level of lifestyle, just 30 minutes from the Sydney

CBD. Spacious, modern living in a highly sought after area with sweeping views over the Hills

district.

This beautifully designed complex will leave a lasting impression.

<ul>

<li>Four ascending residential towers with oversized apartment living. Ground floor retail with

5,000m2 of convenience right on your door step. </li>

<li>Extensive and lush landscaping surrounds the buildings</li>

<li>Outdoor courtyards and walkways all leading to an impressive European style piazza.</li>

<li>Modena is beautifully positioned, close to everything you want and need, in one of Sydneys most

sought after locations.</li>

Leasing Enquiry

Mobile: 0291922831

Phone: 0291922831

rent@pia.com.au

40/27 Yattenden Crescent, Baulkham Hills 2153, NSW

Deposit Taken!!
Apartment    Rent ID: 4190348

2 2 1

$2,560 bond

Why pay for your bond now,
when you can pay it off later?

Visit: www.rent.com.au/rentbond

Find this rental property on Rent.com.au
made for renters
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Property details continued from page 1:

... </ul>

This is truly sophisticated living in Baulkham Hills.

Iconic Location, Spacious Living

Each Modena home has a cleverly designed floor plan accentuating pure open-plan living, capturing maximum sunlight and views from every angle

possible.

All 4 Modena towers capture not just the sunlight, they take in the sweeping views of the fabulous district of Baulkham Hills.

If you are required to be fully vaccinated to enter a premises, you may be asked to produce your vaccination evidence by the occupier. We encourage you to

comply with an occupiers request.

You do not have to produce your vaccination evidence to the occupier, however, the occupier may refuse entry to you if you do not produce your vaccination

evidence.

For more details please refer to government regulations at https://www.nsw.gov.au/covid-19/rules/business-rules-for-nsw

Please contact Jun Fang at 0476 500 001 for an inspection.

Airconditioning

Air Conditioning

Garage

Secure Parking

Security

Intercom
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